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Spring/Summer 2016 
It has been a busy few months for the WMC.  

Here are a few reports and photos from some of the 

trips that have taken place.  

Waynes Wild Camp – by Pam Qualter 

Saturday 18th June 2016 found 6 men, 4 dogs and a 

little lady gathering in Hay on Wye for a Pre-Camp 

briefing, over coffee, cake and ice cream of course!  

After a last minute supermarket sweep was 

conducted to ensure sufficient “fluids” were on 

board, the Wild Ones set off. 

 

The starting point was the Grange 

Treking Centre and we headed up 

the long and winding road, which 

lead us onto Rhos Dirion with its 

fabulous views over the Black 

Mountains.  Here we took the 

chance to stop for a bit of lunch, 

and Rupert just couldn’t resist the urge to show off 

his Spicy Sausage to us all!!  Finding this all a bit too 

much for a lunch break, we trudged on through the 

bog to reach the trig point for the obligatory group 

photo...we somehow managed to get all 7 of us and 

the dogs around the flooded trig point without 

anyone getting wet!  

 

Eventually reaching our fabulous base for the night, 

Andy and Rupert selflessly stepped forward to go on 

a recce for fire wood.  The triumphant hunter-

gatherers 

returned with 

an impressive 

haul.  Naturally, 

all the men got 

very excited at 

the prospect of chopping wood and make a fire, but 

it kept them amused for the evening. 

 

After a good 

hearty meal, 

fire side 

debates, 

communal 

crisps, 

biscuits, 

chocolate, wine, beer, port and whiskey, our cosy 

tents were calling. 

 

Highlights 

of the 

weekend 

were: 

 

 

Late night comments from Andy and Ruperts shared 

tent....”it`s not all about spooning” and “OK I`m in 

now”! 

 

Some things were a bit more vivid thanks to Skyes 

antics – no canine or human was safe from his 

amorous advances!  Whilst our two hounds spent 

their time “retrieving” the cans of beer from the 

stream!  All little Finlay wanted was for someone to 

play with. 

 

Come the 

morning, 

Bernard took 

the phrase 

“no rush” 

quite 

literally, we thought he was going to have to be 

evicted. 

 

The weekend was completed with a de-brief brunch 

in the very old and picturesque 12th century 

Llanthony Priory. 

 

Thanks to Gavin, Luke, Rupert, Andy, Bernard, Pam, 

Wayne, Maisy, Forrest, Skye 

and Fin for making it such a 

memorable trip. 

 

One final word from 

Wayne....”I used to be a 

Were Wolf, but I`m alright 

nowwwwwwww”! 

 

 

 

  



Exmoor and Cornwall – by Matthew Riddle 

 

It’s a bit niche, but this year, apart from Cornwall I 

have dedicated my monthly outings to the Exmoor 

Coast Traverse with Harry, Andy G and Harry’s friend 

Andy. After two weekends of familiarisation the plan 

was to go for it in one go – 20km from Foreland 

Point to Coombe Martin. To cut a long story short, 

we made it halfway….then having been cut off by the 

tide, spent 20 hours on a ledge before an ice axe 

assisted exit….coincidentally much as the prior two 

weekends 

ended. Now 

having 

accepted 

the fact 

that the 

route is 

spectacularly unlikely to go unless you have 

previously spent time on the majority of it, we plan 

to try and finish the back half later this year….to 

hopefully set ourselves up for a one push traverse in 

future. Or 

maybe 

not….after another couple of weekends like the last 

three, I doubt there’ll be anyone left who will want 

to climb with me. Overall, fantastic scenery, 

continuously interesting….though I guess it should 

be noted as a warning, potentially quite serious!  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Cornwall 
 
 
Just a quick note to thank all those that came 
along to the Cornwall meet for a great weekend! 
I had a great time with Ian, Sue, Cristina, 
Heather, Andy, Garry, Bernard, Harry and 
Andrew and we had fantastic weather on the 
Saturday and Sunday….making up for not so 

great weather on Friday!...though still good 
enough to allow climbing with Harry and Andy at 
a rather damp Carn Barra……noting I’m still 
troubled by the feeling of horror I experienced 

while watching a fully committed Andy throw a 
heel hook to pull out of the top of a steep 
layback on poor holds, thinking: I’ve got to 
follow that. 
  

Saturday we all made the effort to find a new 
crag – Porth Loe, next to Pellitras point. It wasn’t 
easy, as is often the case on the sea cliffs, but 

we were rewarded with a sunny venue with 
great granite and 40m routes up to HS….seeing 
seals and sea kayakers out and about as well. 
Saturday night we had a great evening in the 

Logan Rock and some of us probably drank a bit 
more than we should, thereby making sure it 
wouldn’t be possible to make good on any over 
ambitious plans conceived……and Sunday we 
headed for Bosigran, sociably ticking a number 
of classic routes before heading home. 

  
If you didn’t make it this year….I can’t shield you 
from it, you missed out!....but make sure you 
put it in the diary for next year; it’s a great 

weekend.  
 
 
France Trip – Luke Green 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Boeuf! We knew we were a tad early for 
bouldering and climbing in France this year, but 
we weren't expecting ice on the insides of the 

tents! Us fair-weather climbers weren't 
accustomed to this. However, with Andy's 
ingenious foldable fire place we were very cosy 
around a nice warm fire and a few whiskeys to 

warm us up. 
 

 
 
 
Andy, Sue, nor Harriet had been to 
Fontainebleau before so this was a great chance 

for them to sample the magic and relaxing 
atmosphere of the woods. For me, beyond 
climbing, this was a great chance to go back to 
my favourite bakery in the Fontainebleau - they 

do the best Strawberry and Rhubarb tartlets! 

 

The second week 
consisted of 
moving down to 

Burgundy to take 
in the grand sport 
climbing cliffs of 
granite and 

limestone, and 
the picturesque 
mountain top 
villages and 
towns. Having not 
sport climbed on 

Granite before, it was an interesting experience 
as I kept expecting to place trad gear! We even 
crossed a Santiago de Compostela pilgrimage 
trail - a long way from Santiago!  

 
 

 
 
Overall, a 
great trip 

was had by 
all - 
excellent 
effort by 

Sue and 
Harriet for 
their 
bouldering 
and sport 
climbing 
efforts, and 
I think 

Andy gained some sport climbing mojo! 

Snowdonia – Dawn Metcalfe 

 

Here are the stats from the fantastic bank 

holiday weekend in Snowdonia: 

  

 •    1 myth busting and inspiring talk by 

international solo climbing superstar (Alex 

Honnold) 

 •    6 club members down the Tyn-y-Coed on 

Saturday night (Dawn, Pam, Wayne, Martin, Ian 

T, Andy) 

 •    2 classic climbs (both 3 star VS) by 2 classy 

climbers in Llanberis Pass (with their own special 

brand of wild camping) 

 •    18km in 2 days over 3 peaks (Y Garn and 

Elidir Fawr; Crimpiau) by 4 intrepid 

mountaineers  

 •    40 hours of glorious sunshine ... and 3 hours 

of clag (though we definitely were not at all lost, 

isn't that right Wayne?!) 

 •    4 much deserved ice creams 

 •    2 new anchor aficionados at  Craig-y-Tonnau 

 •    2 crazy canines 

 •    20 billion midges  

  

 Thanks to Martin for ‘organising’ us all … or at 

least buying the coffees at the Pinnacle Café on 

Sunday morning; and thanks to Wayne for 

dusting off his Mountain Leader skills and 

introducing us to the 'right to roam' approach to 

open land. ;-)  

 

Thank you for sharing your trips with 

the club. Many memorable adventures 

enjoyed with many more to come.  



 

 

  


